Preparing the Stacked Antenna
for the PW 144MHz QRP Contest 2014
by David G6KWA
It has often been asked whether a pair of 9 element 2 meter Tonna aerials stacked are
better than a single 17 element device. Without any reservations, the stacked 9
element array is much easier to use. Weak signals could be heard by us and our signals
could be heard satisfactorily without any of the very difficult and critical adjustment that
is needed on the 17 element single. Also, as may be seen below, the results achieved
in tests at home were quite astonishing and the stacked array seemed to give
much more gain than the theoretical 3 dB figure compared to a single 9 element
antenna. The mast used was a Scam 12 meter.
Here are the different tests carried out in preparation for the Practical Wireless 144MHz
QRP Contest, to see how 2 antennas would compare with a single 9 element Tonna
and to measure and hear the differences.
The reference used was my 9 element Tonna at a height of 13meters, fed by 21 meters
of LDF 450 feeder. I realised that the measured gain could mean that my home station
aerial and feeder is degraded and I will be checking this subsequently. However, mere
signal strength was not the only benefit heard.
I also experimented with different feeders, further details on that later.
Following the Tonna guidelines exactly, it was found that a 3 meter stub mast was just
right to give the 2.77 meter separation required. On the portable version of the 9
element antenna the booms are some 120mm above the clamp so, as long as the top
clamp is right at the end of the stub mast, there is sufficient stub length inserted in the
top of the Scam for safety. Note that the 2.77 meter distance is from centreline of boom
to centreline of boom. This distance is critical for the achievement of minimum side
lobes, as is the accurate alignment of the booms with each other.
The Glasgow beacon GB3ANG was used as a signal source, on a bearing of about 340
degrees from my QTH.
Using the single antenna reference, the beacon was in and out of the noise level (which
was a lot higher) and the usual annoying ‘tick … tick … tick’, once a second, was there
at S1. I think this is an electric fence but I will try to trace it later this summer.
Switching to the stacked array, with the lower aerial at a height of 12 meters and the
upper at 15 meters, the noise level was much lower. The ‘tick … tick’ was gone and,
more importantly, the beacon was always audible. The reference and the stacked array
were separated by about 10 meters and both appeared clear in the near field.
So how much better was the stacked array? Receiving the Wrotham transmitter I was
able to repeatedly measure 6 dB difference, confirmed by 1 S point on the Kenwood
TS790.
The difference in noise levels really has to be heard to be believed, Of course, this may
well have been a function of my locality.
Turning to the feeders on the array, the main feeder from the rig is connected to the
quarter wave matching splitter from which 2 separate feeders are taken, one to each
aerial, with the metal balun sleeves, supplied by Tonna, on the coax outer. The length of
these feeders is critical, they must be exactly the same length, ideally an odd multiple of
half a wavelength. The same batch of cable should be used for both feeders so that
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they have exactly the same velocity factor. They must be cut to the same electrical
length, this is not usually a problem with cable types used at 2m, and they must be of
the same type of cable.

The stacked tonnas mounted on the trailer-borne, pump-up mast ready for transport

In initial tests the results were poor and I did not see the vast differences related above.
Investigation showed that one of the feeders was giving a VSWR of 1.4 when
terminated with a dummy load. I was using the club's Westlake 103 feeders, so, as time
was short, I merely swapped them for a pair of RG213 cables. The best cable type I
found for the main feeder was W103, which compared favourably to either Belden 9913
or LDF-450 (the latter had been poorly treated at a field day a while back).
Using the stacked array during the contest we found that not only could very weak
signals be worked but the noise level was much lower and the wider beam width made
life much easier as far as rotating the aerial was concerned. In use the array gave us a
superb VSWR of 1.1
Although, as related above, W103 cable had the lowest measured loss, it does tend to
catch on the mast clamps and get twisted round the mast. From past experience we
know that it is easily damaged when, although still working, the signal loss in the
compromised section rises significantly. It is imperative that all sections of the feeder be
carefully checked for losses using a signal source and a 50 ohm dummy load. With a
power meter at either end of the cable under test calculate the VSWR and make sure it
is not greater than 1.1 . I am considering how to restrict the rotation of the Scam so that
twisting cannot occur.
Since the system noise figure was less than 2.5dB (calculated to be 2dB but an
additional 0.5 dB allowed for errors) no pre-amplifier was necessary or desirable. During
the contest, only one case of receiver overload was noted when the distant transmitter
was in line of sight at IO92XA. We were using a Yaesu FT 290 Mk1 with Mutek fitted
throughout the contest. Not bad for a 35 year old rig.
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